
The Einhell TC-LL 360 G cross line laser is an ideal tool with a range of maximum 40 m. The green laser lines are generated by diodes with 510 - 530

nm and correspond to laser class II. The accuracy is 0.5 mm/m. With its horizontal 360° laser line, aligning throughout the room becomes easy. The

device projects not only horizontal but also vertical laser lines. These can be switched individually. The laser is equipped with a digital spirit level with

which the device can be perfectly aligned horizontally and is equipped with a 1/4" tripod thread. The package includes a wall mounting bracket and a

pouch. Not included: 2x AA batteries.

Cross Laser Level

TE-LL 360 G
Item No.: 2270119

Ident No.: 21013

Bar Code: 4006825675351

Features & Benefits
Cross line laser of laser class II with maximum 40 m working range-

Projection of a horizontal and/or vertical laser line-

Green laser line for better visibility-

Horizontal 360° line for easy alignment of objects-

Self-levelling for fast projection of the laser cross-

Integrated digital spirit level-

Equipped with 1/4" tripod thread-

Including practical storage pouch-

Including height-adjustable wall bracket for comfortable working-

2x 1.5 V AA battery are necessary (not included)-

Technical Data
- Working Range 40 m

- Laser class (horizontal) II

- Laser diode 510  -  530 nm

- Auto-leveling time 5 s

- self-leveling range 4 °

- Accuracy 0.5 mm/m

- Tripod thread 1/4''

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0.31

- Gross weight (kg) 0.79

- Dimensions single carton 141 x 107 x 242 mm

- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 7.3 kg

- Dimensions export carton 443 x 291 x 222 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 7280 | 15600 | 18360
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Available as special accessories

Tripod
Tripod
Item No.: 2270115
Bar Code: 4006825616255
Einhell Grey

Tripod 85 - 170 cm
Tripod
Item No.: 2270116
Bar Code: 4006825672572
Einhell Accessory
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